Pursuing Faith,, Not Religion

The Liberating Quest for Contextualization
Charles Kraft

The following is excerpted from chapters 5 and 6 of Appropriate Christianity (William Carey
Library Publishers, 2005).

But Christianity correctly understood is commitment- and meaning-based, not form-based. A commitment to Jesus Christ and the meanings associated
with that commitment can, therefore, be practiced in
a wide variety of cultural forms. This is what contextualization is all about. And this is an important
feature of Christianity that is often misunderstood by
advocates as well as potential receptors.
Still another part of the reputation of Christianity
worldwide is that it is more a matter of thinking
than of practicality. For many, our faith has little
to do with the issues of real life such as how to gain
protection from evil spirits, how to gain and keep
physical health and how to maintain good family
relationships. Instead, Christianity is often seen as a
breaker-up of families. And when the issue is a need
for spiritual power and protection, even Christians
need to keep on good terms with a shaman, priest
or medicine man/woman since, in spite of biblical

promises, Christian pastors can only recommend
secular approaches to healing and protection.
A Christianity that is appropriate both to the Bible
and to the receiving culture will confront these
misperceptions and, hopefully, get them changed.

Traditions Die Hard
Any discussion of this topic needs to take into account the fact that the situations most cross-cultural
workers are working in nowadays are seldom pioneer
situations. Thus, we who teach contextualization
are dealing primarily with those whose major concern will have to be on how to bring about change in
already existing situations rather than on how to plant
culturally appropriate churches.
Typically, then, those who learn what contextualization is all about find themselves working with churches that are quite committed to their Western approach
to Christianity. This has become their tradition and
they are not open to changing it.
The leaders of many such churches may never have
seen culturally appropriate Christianity and probably lack the ability to imagine it. And if they can
imagine such an approach, they are unlikely to want
to risk what they are familiar with in hopes of gaining
greater cultural appropriateness. For many, the risk
of losing their position may be very real since their
colleagues, committed to preserving the “sacred”
tradition, may turn against them and oust them from
their parishes.

Can we trust Insider Movements?

I

t is not widely understood either outside of or
even inside of Christianity that our faith is
intended to be different from the religions in its
relationship to the culture of the people who practice
it. Whereas religions such as Islam, Buddhism and
Hinduism require a sizeable chunk of the culture
in which they were developed, Christianity rightly
understood does not. Jesus came to bring life (Jn. 10:
10), not a religion. It is people who have reduced our
faith to a religion and exported it as if it is simply a
competitor with the religions. And so, those receiving our message tend to interpret Christianity as if it
was simply another religion—a culturally-encapsulated religion—rather than a faith that can be expressed
in terms of any culture.

We need to learn, then, not only the principles of
cultural appropriateness, but the principles of effective communication. And this needs to be coupled
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with patience and prayer plus a
readiness to make the right kind
of suggestions if asked to.

Fear of Syncretism
A major hindrance to many,
especially those who have
received theological instruction,
is the fear that they might open
the door to an aberrant form of
Christianity. They see Latin
American “christo-paganism”
and shy away from what is
called Christian but is not really.
Fearing that if they deviate
from the Western Christianity
that they have received they are
in danger of people carrying
things too far, they fall back
on the familiar and do nothing
to change it, no matter how
much misunderstanding there
might be in the community of
unbelievers concerning the real
meanings of Christianity.
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There are, however, at least two
roads to syncretism: an approach
that is too nativistic and an
approach that is too dominated
by foreignness. With respect to the latter, it is easy
to miss the fact that Western Christianity is quite
syncretistic when it is very intellectualized, organized
according to foreign patterns, weak on the Holy Spirit
and spiritual power, strong on Western forms of communication (e.g., preaching) and Western worship
patterns and imposed on non-Western peoples as if
it were scriptural. It is often easier to conclude that
a form of Christian expression is syncretistic when it
looks too much like the receiving culture than when it
looks “normal,” that is, Western.
But Western patterns
are often farther from
the Bible than nonWestern patterns. And
the amount of miscommunication of what the
gospel really is can be great when people get the impression that ours is a religion rather than a faith and
that, therefore, foreign forms are a requirement. To
give that impression is surely syncretistic and heretical. I call this “communicational heresy.”

As long as we fear
something that is
inevitable, we are in
bondage.

But, what about the concept of syncretism? Is this
something that can be avoided or is it a factor of
human limitations and sinfulness? I vote for the
latter and suggest that there is no way to avoid it.
Wherever there are imperfect understandings made
by imperfect people, there will be syncretism. That
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syncretism exists in all churches is not the problem.
Helping people to move from where they are to more
ideal expressions of Christian faith is what we need to
address.
As long as we fear something that is inevitable,
however, we are in bondage. I remember the words of
one field missionary who was studying with us, “Until
I stopped worrying about syncretism, I could not
properly think about contextualization.” Our advice
to national leaders (and to missionaries), then, is to
stop fearing syncretism. Deal with it in its various
forms as a starting point, whether it has come from
the receiving society or from the source society and
help people to move toward more ideal expressions of
their faith ….

Domestication and “Cultural
Christianity”
[Down] through the centuries, those who have come
to Christ have tended to “domesticate” their Christianity. Just as the early Jewish Christians who disagreed with Paul required Gentiles to accept Christ in
a Jewish cultural package, so Romans and Germans
and Americans have pressured those who convert
to Christ to also convert to the culture of those who
bring the message.
Thus, our faith has come to be known as primarily a
cultural thing, a religion wrapped in the cultural forms
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of the group in power. And from about the fourth
century on it has been seen largely as a European
cultural thing—captured by our European ancestors
and domesticated in cultures very different from that
in which the faith was originally planted. Converts
to Christianity, then, are seen as those who have
abandoned their own cultural religion and chosen to
adopt the religion and, usually, many of the forms of
European culture. Often such converts are regarded as
traitors to their own people and their ways.

from another cultural context, it requires certain of
the forms of that other culture to be borrowed. Islam,
for example, requires certain forms of prayer, a specific
pilgrimage, an untranslatable Arabic book, even
clothing styles. Likewise Judaism, Hinduism, Buddhism and cultural christianity. These are religions.
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Essential biblical Christianity, however, requires none
of the original cultural forms. That’s how it can be
“captured” by the West and be considered Western
even though its origin is not Western. Essential Christianity is an allegiance, a relationship, from which flow a
series of meanings that are intended to be expressed through
the cultural forms of any culture. These forms are
intended, then, to be chosen for their appropriateness
to convey proper biblical meanings in the receptors’
contexts.
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If ours is simply a “form religion,” … it can be adapted
but not contextualized, it can be in competition with
other forms of religion but not flow through those forms
because by definition it seeks to replace those forms.
But biblical Christianity is not simply a set of cultural
forms. Cultural Christianity, however, is. And we
get tangled up in our discussions because it is often
not clear whether we are speaking of essential, biblical
Christianity or of the traditional religion of Western
societies that is also called Christianity. In one of my
books (1979a) I have attempted to make this distinction by spelling biblical Christianity with a capital C
and cultural christianity with a small c.…

I believe Christianity is intended to be “a faith,” not a
set of cultural forms and therefore different in essence
from the religions. Religions, because they are cultural things, can be adapted to new cultures. Adaptation is an external thing resulting in smaller or larger
changes in the forms of the religion. Christianity,
however, can be contextualized, a process in which apI would … call religion a form thing, the expression
propriate meanings may be carried by quite different
������������������������
through cultural forms of deep-level (worldview)
forms in various cultures.
Unfortunately, due to the
assumptions and meanings. Religious forms are
interference of cultural christianity,
we have not seen
���������������������
culture-specific and, if the religion has been borrowed
all the variety that is possible
….
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